The Business Case for Environmental, Health and Safety Audit Software
Are you confident that your operations are
compliant? Are your clients? With changing
regulations and changing operations,
assessing the compliance of a plant,
location or other parts of your company is a
big challenge. Whether you are a consultant
or an internal environmental, health and
safety manager, keeping track of your legal
requirements requires full-time staff and strict focus. Nimonik’s typical
interactive compliance auditing software are between 300 and 1000 questions
long and are updated every three months; managing a similar list internally is
often an insurmountable challenge.

One might think that the above chart, from a recent poll of facility
managers, indicates that companies are ready for an external audit. But
compliance is not something you can be ‘fairly certain’ about. Ambiguous
details can manifest into critical non-compliances that can cost your
company tens, if not hundreds of thousands of dollars in fines and
corrective procedures!
In the 21st century, modern businesses are turning to up-to-date and
industry-proven audit protocols to reduce research time and potential
oversights. One missed compliance issue can cost a significant amount of

time and money. Nimonik gives you your choice from hundreds of
environmental, health and safety audit software for general industry, as
well as industry-specific requirements for over 65 countries and 200 states
or provinces. We even cover municipal requirements! Nimonik would be
thrilled to help you upgrade your inspection program for the modern era.
Nimonik is your Legal Compliance Audit Solution
Nimonik was chosen as best in category compliance auditing software by
Apple Canada and is relied upon by thousands of companies, including:
- AECOM;
- ARCADIS;
- Nitto Denko Automotive;
- NavCanada;
- Transcontinental Printers;
- and many more.
"NimonikApp is an essential tool for any organization with sites in several
jurisdictions that are affected by different legislation."  Charles l’Ecuyer,
Transcontinental Inc.
Save Research Time, Avoid Oversights
● See changes to legal requirements over time;
● Access smart audits that guide your efforts efficiently;
● Store all your data in one location; and
● Quickly access an integrated database of requirements.

Contact us for a free business consultation and demonstration
at 1-888-608-7511 or at info@nimonik.com .

